
Signature Sale 100 – Spectacular Highlights!

Signature Sale 100 in September is fast approaching! Th is spectacular auction will be our 100th
Signature Sale, and as such, we are pulling out all the stops to make sure this Auction will be a
Highlight Numismatic event, ensuring it becomes a benchmark auction long remembered!

Already included are three large Estates, including a selection from the Estate of Trevor Wilkin 
- a noted world and polymer banknote Sydney dealer, highlights from Th e Estate of Harold 
Peake including key error banknotes, and four signifi cant collections featuring colonial rarities 
such as a Holey Dollar, Dumps, Proclamation coinage, Pre Decimal Proofs, Gold and more 
with over 1,000 lots catalogued!

Key Pre Decimal banknotes also feature, with high grade 10, 20 and 50 Pounds, the latter 
two with the impressive pedigree of being ex the M.P. Vort-Ronald collection. Also featured 
is a selection of pristine Unc Decimal Starnotes including key notes and pairs, with a $5 Phil-
lips-Randall pair a standout.

Signature Sale 100 will also feature perhaps the largest and single most important collection of
Australian Mis-struck error coinage known. Th e ‘Eridmatos’ collection, carefully curated over 
the last 10 years, comprises of 80 spectacular items, including some of the most signifi cant er-
rors seen in years. Highlights include two 1988 Mule 50 Cents - one Proof and one circulation 
issue - a 20 Cent struck on a bi-metallic Iranian 250 Rials blank, and numerous rare and unique 
issues struck on wrong planchets.

Th is major collection will feature in its own dedicated catalogue, with more details online soon! 
Start saving now for this highlight and bargain packed major sale that will be one you can’t af-
ford to miss!

Just some of the many other key Pre Decimal Proofs to feature in this auction

An original RAM die for a 1970 Five Cent is also part of the breathtaking Eridmatos collection

Keep an eye out on the website for details, information and highlights

Limited space for vendors for Sale 100 remains, so if you want to be a part of this land-
mark auction, contact us now. Noteworthy, rarer and higher quality single items are still 
wanted, with general consignments being directed to our December sale due to over-
whelming seller demand in our auctions.

Bidding opens mid August 2024.


